A 10’ area at the ingress and egress to the satellite location will be instituted to allow voters a clear line of site to enter and exit the satellite voting locations. No signage, candidates or candidate workers will be allowed in that area.

Candidates and candidate workers are not to stand in the street or on the sidewalks at the Satellite Voting locations. No sign or person may block traffic or the view of traffic, nor be a distraction to drivers.

Candidates are requested to have no more than two vehicles at the Satellite Voting location for themselves and/or Candidate workers in order to reserve parking spaces for voters, some of whom are elderly. Two parking passes will be issued to each Candidate to distribute as they see fit. Candidates may park offsite and shuttle workers to the Satellite Voting location.

Buses, RV’s and Trucks with Large Candidate signs, Large Candidate Signs and/or Trailers are not allowed in the parking area at the Satellite Voting locations.

No tents will be allowed at the Satellite Voting locations.

A maximum of TWO candidate signs no larger than 24” X 18” will be permitted at the Satellite locations – this includes vehicle signage. Candidates or Candidate Workers may each hold a sign. Candidates are asked to remove the signs at the end of Satellite voting. If a Candidate has a sign team, they need to return at the close of voting of each Satellite location and retrieve the signs. Signs left after voting ends will be discarded.

Candidate signs must be placed in specified, controlled areas as defined by the churches at the early voting satellite locations in Hendersonville and Gallatin. Candidate and Vote signs will be removed each Saturday afternoon for Sunday services at the request of the respective churches. Candidates will be responsible for replacing their own signs on the following Monday morning.